
 

  

 

 

 
  

 
  

 
 
 
 

 

  
 

 

  

  

  
 

 
  

  
 
 

  

Protect Your 
Organization 
SYMMETRY ACCESS CONTROL 

SymmetryTM Access Control allows you to decide who 
goes where and when while protecting critical areas throughout 
your organization. As the backbone of your security system, 
Symmetry provides an all encompassing view of your security 
situation, preparing you to make the right decisions and respond 
quickly. Proactively respond to threats, lock down doors or 
buildings and implement pre-determined workflows so you’re 
always prepared. 

Symmetry’s unified alarm and video management capability 
enables security officers to monitor all activity associated with 
an alarm, providing operators with more information at their 
fingertips to make better decisions and respond quickly.

Symmetry Access Control is an intuitive and versatile access 
control solution that scales from single location businesses to 
large, multi-site organizations situated across the globe. It helps 
manage the flow of people throughout your site, whether it’s 
a high security environment, government regulated property or 
open campus setting. 

Symmetry Access Control is the foundation for the unified
Symmetry Platform, which enables you to deploy access control, 
video, visitor management, identity management, and incident 
and case management to meet compliance and reduce costs, all 
while protecting your organization against emerging risks. 

AMAG’s Symmetry system offered the flexibility we were
looking for. It monitors everything, allows numerous
different inputs, and integrates with different turnstiles. We
didn’t have to go in one direction with products that were

forced on us by someone’s proprietary system.

-Timothy Jaroch [Managing General Partner, Constitution Center]
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AT A GLANCE 
� Policy based workflows prompt swift and 

confident action ensuring threats are 
responded to correctly

� Delivers a one-card experience for all 
employees regardless of location and 
lowers operating costs with central card 
management

� Intricate reporting helps meet audit and
compliance requirements 

� Quickly lock down areas or an entire building
with Symmetry Threat Level Manager

� Integrated with industry leading technologies
so you can deploy the systems you need to
best secure your organization

� Manage remotely with SymmetryWEB
� FICAM compliant to meet strict US

government requirements
� Delivers a unified holistic security solution

with Symmetry CONNECT, Symmetry
GUEST, Symmetry CompleteVIew and
Symmetry Incident Management

� In-House engineering allows AMAG to have
an agile product roadmap

Contact our team for more information: 

North America International 
sales@amag.com international@amag.com 
310-518-2380 +44(0)1684 850977
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